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Attention All Boaters with Head Systems
The dumping of waste material is not only morally
reprehensible, it is also ILLEGAL! If caught dumping waste
into Saratoga Lake, you will be served a heavy fine. Likewise,
if you see anyone visibly dumping his or her waste into the
lake, please notify the NYS Department of Environmental
Conservation. The Saratoga County Sheriffs
Department, the NYS Park Police, and NYS
Environmental Conservation (ENCON) Officers
are the main law enforcement groups patrolling
Saratoga Lake. They are the first line of patrol
in terms of enforcing environmental and safety
regulations across the waterbody and have the
full capability to charge anyone with a citation
or arrest if seen breaking any law.

In order to get your head system cleaned, one can contact
Point Breeze Marina located at 1459 Rt. 9P, as you will need
their assistance in completing the task. A token must be
obtained in order to run the machine, which costs $10.00.
After backing the boat in, a nozzle is attached directly to the
boat which will then suction out your system.
It is generally a quick and easy process,
although it is advised that people looking
for this service should come at down times
like during the week as the marina can get
very busy on the weekends. Once the job is
completed, water pulled from the lake is run
through the machine to clean it. n
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Noise Ordinance for Boats on Saratoga Lake
There is no specific noise ordinance for Saratoga Lake that differs from any other body of water.
NYS navigation law states the following:
•
•
•
•

44.2 violation – Operation of a vessel that exceeds 90db noise level during stationary test
44.2 violation – Operation of a vessel that exceeds 75db noise level during SAE 1970 test
44.4 violation – Operation of a vessel with altered muffler, cutouts or a bypass
44.5 violation – Removing muffler system, altering or modifying preventing compliance

All of the navigation laws and regulations can be viewed on the NYS Parks and Recreation website. n

Algal Blooms
WHAT IS IT?

MYTHS AND FACTS

An algal bloom is the uncontrolled
growth of phytoplankton or
cyanobacteria. These take in inorganic
nutrients such as nitrates, phosphates
and sulfur.

Myth: All algal blooms are toxic.
Fact: Less than 1% of all blooms are considered harmful.
Myth: Seeing a bloom is never a good thing.
Fact: Blooms aren’t always a bad sign. It expresses the healthiness
of the environment in the water and even on the land.
They even give back to the ecosystem by increasing the
food supply.

WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE?
Algal blooms have the appearance of
spilled paint in the water. Normally the
color is a green-blue but can also be
yellowish-brown or red.

IMPACTS
Algal blooms have a wide effect on several parts of an ecosystem.
It clogs fish gills, smothers vegetation, removes all oxygen in the
surrounding area and can potentially contaminated drinking water.
It may be deadly to smaller animals and pets and could cause
sickness in people. This also impacts any homeowners living near
the water body that swim or boat. The water is deemed dangerous
to swim in or even be in contact while a bloom is occurring.

WHERE DOES IT OCCUR AND WHEN?
Blooms occur on the surface of a
water body with sluggish or no water
circulation. Usually this happens around
shallow water.

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO HELP?
Blooms naturally come and go, so there is not much that can be
done to remove them. Anyone who sees a bloom should report it
to the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
(NYSDEC).

WHY DOES IT OCCUR?
Algal blooms flourish when favorable
conditions present themselves. When
wind is slow and water temperature
is up, blooms can blow up over night.
Furthermore, an excess amount of nutrients in the water causes algae to
reproduce rapidly and consume all resources in the surrounding area.
DANGERS OF THE BLOOMS
Harmful algal blooms release neurotoxins. These toxins can be dangerous to
people, mammals, pets, fish, shellfish, and birds. For many smaller organisms,
the neurotoxins are fatal but for people, it may cause vomiting, nausea, diarrhea,
skin/eye/throat irritation, and allergic reactions that the toxins may trigger.
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Homeowners and farmers can use less fertilizer for lawns, gardens
and farmland. Runoff into the water creates an excess amount of nutrients,
causing the bloom. Providing vegetative buffers on properties abutting the lake
and its tributaries would also serve to filter harmful nutrients.
If you come into contact with a bloom, rinse the affected area off immediately
and seek medical attention if symptoms begin to show. n
SOURCES
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation – dec.ny.gov
National Ocean Service – oceanservice.noaa.gov
Science Daily – sciencedaily.com
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Live Bait
There many wonderful fishing opportunities in New York State and it’s important
to take part in a way that is sustainable and healthy for our aquatic ecosystems.
One aspect of this is the proper handling of live bait. Live bait consists of using a
living organism as bait for the purpose of catching a larger fish. An enjoyable and
effective way to fish, there are still negative impacts that occur from its use and
certain actions should be taken.
Live bait is often purchased, and is commonly used in water bodies that they
have not been harvested from. These other bodies of water contain species that
might not be endemic to every region, and the spread of invasive species takes
place. These invasives can outcompete native species, which the
New York State fish, the brook trout, is grappling with. It can
also lead to disease introduction, as the bait may contain diseases
that have not been encountered by local species and can spread
rapidly. Some invasive species causing problems are the crazy
worm and the rusty crayfish.
The crazy worm (Amynthas agretis) is a species that is native to
East Asia, which has already spread to Saratoga, Warren, and
Washington counties. The worms can be identified by their size
(about eight inches), their distinctive jumping and wriggling
behavior, and the white band around the middle of its body.
While they may be enticing for a bait choice, it is illegal to
possess them in New York State as they are on the Department
of Environmental Conservation’s prohibited invasive species list.
Crazy worms are consumers of plant roots and topsoil, the

vital layer that contains nutrients for plants to survive, which leaves soils in poor
health. The worms also outcompete other worms by maturing twice as fast, have
higher population densities, and releasing a harmful toxin to competitors into the
soil. It only takes one worm to create to a problem, as crazy worms are asexual
reproducers which results in a fecund population of the species.
Rusty crayfish (Orconectes rusticus) are invasive crustaceans that have already
become an issue in the Kayaderosseras. They are more aggressive than other
native crayfish, better able to avoid fish predation, and can harm native fish
populations by eating their eggs and young. They can displace
native crayfish, hybridize with them, and graze on and eliminate
aquatic plants thus impacting the natural balance of the lake

Crazy Worm

Rusty Crayfish

F ortunately there are things we can do to mitigate these issues.
Be sure not to move bait or fish from one body of water to
another, as each waterbody has its own delicate ecosystem
that’s balance can be easily disrupted by new introductions.
Buying live bait that is certified disease free and only using live
bait in waters where it is permitted are also effective measures.
Always dispose of live bait either in appropriate locations like
on dry land or the trash.
Getting the word out to fellow fisherman is an important step,
as prevention measures are much more effective and less costly
than remediation. n

Water Chestnut Pull at Saratoga Lake
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Erosion
When dealing with lake ecosystems, there are a large number of different
factors at play that affect the lake and the organisms that call it home. Some
of these factors are solely dependent upon nature, whereas other processes
can be influenced by human actions. Erosion falls into both of these categories,
but we can have a large impact in shaping to what extent erosion and its
consequences occur.
There are three main sources of erosion, each of which can vary in their extent
and time. To each of these categories falls sub-categories consisting of the
methods to which erosion takes place.
Terrestrial Forces: Soil slumping, soil creep,
frost action, wind erosion, sheet flow erosion
rills, and gullies
Aquatic Forces: Splash, wave action, longshore
drift, ice push
Human Activities: Lake-level control, storm
water runoff, removal of natural vegetation
Terrestrial and aquatic forces occur naturally and
although we still might need to make efforts to
mitigate them from time-to-time, we can have much
more control over the actions we take as people.
There currently is a need to improve our decisions to
have a better effect on the lake we enjoy so much.

place, as they reach deep into the soil and hold onto it better by grabbing on and
keeping it clumped. With grass, the soil is more likely to get washed away into
the lake.
There are many negative effects that come from our influence on the soil, some
of which can lead to dangerous situations. Phosphorus builds up on land from
fertilizers applied to lawns and animal droppings, and the aforementioned
increased runoff and erosion can deposit them in the lake in high amounts.
This can lead to a harmful algal bloom, which if contacted can lead to lead to
serious illness. Erosion also increases water turbidity (cloudiness of the water),
which makes it more difficult for fish to feed. It
can also lead to reduced habitat for fish through
sedimentation of particles covering plant material
or gravel and shoreline rocks. Bass require shallow
water with clean gravel in order to build a nest and
successful rearing of young. Soil erosion can easily
damage this important habitat. It has also been
shown that property values on lakes with clear water
are higher than on lakes with cloudy water.

In terms of what we are doing to the lake that is having a negative effect, there are
a couple of key elements to highlight. The first would be that as we build impervious
surfaces (parking lots, driveways, roofs), the amount of storm water runoff increases.
Since the rain can’t penetrate the surface and be absorbed like it normally would be, it
collects on the surface and then is delivered in a higher volume over a more concentrated
area of soil. This causes more of the earth to erode.

There are things we can do to help protect our lake,
and they are quite simple yet effective measures.
There are two main approaches: soft-armor and
hard-armor. Soft-armor is the utilization of deep
root native shrub plants on the shoreline. As much
as possible the shoreline needs to be as natural as
possible therefore lawns and vertical sea walls, and extensive hardscape needs
to be avoided. Hard-armor involves using rocks, concrete, metal, or geotextile
fabrics. A great approach to hard-armor is that of rock riprap. Rock riprap
involves the placing of larger rocks in the water and up the shore line. It is best
done with a combination of geotextile fabrics placed behind or underneath
the rocks and planting vegetation between or behind the rocks for a more
pleasurable look.

Another important aspect would be that of natural vegetation mix of shrubs,
trees and grasses on the shoreline. When these species are replaced with turf/
lawn grass all the way to the edge of the lake, it is replacing longer root systems
with shorter root systems. These root systems are critical for keeping soil in

Work on the lake shoreline will require permits from the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation. In general, permits will be issued if
there is a well balanced approach that limits the amount of lawn, and hardened
shoreline. https://www.dec.ny.gov/permits/67096.html. n
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Learn How Shorefront Buffers
Protect Saratoga Lake From Pollution
PREVENTING POLLUTION WITH A NATIVE BUFFER

GROWING YOUR OWN BUFFER
Landowners Benefits:
• Less harmful and unwanted sediment in the
aquatic shoreline environment
• Buffers prevent against boat noise and improve
privacy
• Shield from wind and sun
• Buffers are attractive, low-maintenance and low
cost

HOW IT WORKS...
Shorefront buffers are areas of vegetation situated
between urbanized environments and the water.
These buffers consist of native trees, shrubs, and
other vegetation that help prevent erosion, trap
pollutants and sediment, and stabilize the shoreline.
A good buffer will reduce the effects of pollution
runoff, protect the quality of the lake, and improve
property value.
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Things to consider when planning your new
buffer:
• Location of buildings
• Soil types and habitat conditions
• Degree of slope
• Exposure to the sun
• Traffic pattern of your yard
• Pathways to the shore
• Your budget

Natural vs. Landscaped?
• Natural buffers are low budget, but take time to
grow
• Landscaped buffers are created quickly, but are
costly
• A combined approach is best
Ideal native plants:
• Speckled Alder
• Dogwood
• Black chokeberry
• Elderberry
• Tussock sedge
• Soft rush
• Boneset

Plants to avoid:
• Purple loosestrife
• Non-native
honeysuckle
• Japanese barberry
• Buckthorn
• Oriental bittersweet
• Japanese knotweed
• Multi-flora rose
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Take the Pledge!
ENCOURAGE YOUR NEIGHBORS! The goal of Take the Pledge is to encourage property
owners within the Saratoga Lake watershed to commit to a few sustainable actions and
demonstrate that small efforts on your part have a significant reaction on the biodiversity
and health of the lake. As a property owner within the watershed, your direct and indirect
actions have the most impact on algal growth, sediment run-off, bacteria, pathogens, and
poisoning aquatic life and wildlife.

I PLEDGE:
TO MINIMIZE RUNOFF

TO SAY NO TO FERTILIZERS

TO STOP THE POLLUTION

Use “softscaping” and buffers around the
lakefront and any slope or hillside that has a
chance to runoff into the watershed.

Most lawns naturally have adequate phosphorous
for a healthy lawn and fertilizer is not needed.
In accordance with NYS law, if you must use
fertilizers, get a soil test done at the county
Cooperative Extension office to ensure that you are
only using the fertilizer that is needed.

Do not throw leaves, lawn debris/clippings, or
animal feces into the lake. All of these are high in
phosphorous that can contribute to algal growth.

DO NOT apply lawn fertilizer within 20 feet of any
water body unless…

TO SAY NO TO PESTICIDES

TIP: Leave a buffer of grass, hedges or native
flowers between the lakefront and lawn. You
can reduce impermeable surfaces with natural
walkways, patios and permeable or gravel
driveways. Instead of concrete patios, use natural
permeable materials with native plants integrated.

• There is at least a 10-foot buffer of shrubs,
trees or other plants between the area you are
fertilizing and the water OR
• Fertilizer can be applied no closer than 3 feet
from the water using a device with a spreader
guard, deflector shield or drop spreader.
TIP: Look for alternatives to fertilizers and if you do
use them – never before a storm!
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TIP: Always bag lawn debris for disposal or better
yet, compost!

As well as harmful cleaning agents and other
chemicals. The bugs you see in and around the
lake are also an important part of the ecosystem.
Dangerous pesticides and lawn chemicals can be
toxic to aquatic life and promote the growth of
algae and weeds.
TIP: Avoid all chemicals; they are also bad for you
and your pets’ health.
Wash cars and boats away from the lake.
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Saratoga Lake Simple Steps for Lakeside Living
TAKE THE PLEDGE, SUSTAINABLE LAKE LIVING.

Water Quality – Various studies have proven that property values on lakes with clear and clean water are significantly higher than those with biological and chemical
pollution. What you and your neighbors do to protect water quality affects all those who live adjacent to waterbodies. There are three main ways to protect your water
and property values.
CURB POLLUTANTS

REDUCE RUNOFF

CAPTURE AND PURIFY

Pollutants are any material that might cause
harm to a waterbody. While we typically think of
pollutants as chemicals used to kill plants, fertilizers
used for plant growth are just as devastating.

Runoff is excess
water that comes
from surfaces such as
rooftops, driveways,
decks, and hard soil.
Runoff water carries
fertilizers and other
pollutants into nearby watersheds. You can reduce
runoff by letting water soak into the ground.

Rain barrels, shoreland buffers, and rain gardens
are all effective ways to protect any water body
adjacent to your property. This section will provide
a brief overview of these methods.

Simple Step 1 – Avoid using fertilizers that contain
phosphorus. Phosphorus is an essential part of plant
growth, however, too much promotes rapid growth
of algae and weeds. This
depletes oxygen and clarity
in the water, affecting
fish and plant life.
Simple Step 2 – When
planning a construction
project, ensure that you have an erosion control
plan. This plan helps prevent algae-feeding
nutrients from washing into nearby waterbodies.
Diverting runoff around disturbed areas also helps
reduce erosion.
Simple Step 3 – Dispose of any hazardous waste
in a responsible manner. DO NOT pour any old oil
or pesticides in any ditch or opening adjacent to the
lake. There is a link at the bottom of this page to
help you manage what to do with excess waste.
Follow this link: http://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/
materials_minerals_ pdf/hhwma.pdf
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Simple Step 4 – Plant trees and shrubs or protect
intact wooded areas. These areas form what is
known as a Duff Layer. This duff protects soil from
rain impact and absorbs water. Root systems keep
this layer in place, keeping rainwater from going
into the lake.
DID YOU KNOW?
Lawns Create More Runoff Because:
• Removal of trees and shrubs causes more rain
to hit the ground
• Heavy equipment and foot traffic compact soils
• Excessive grading removes natural divots where
water naturally soaks in and forms ponds
Simple Step 5 – Reduce hard surfaces on your
property. When looking at additions to your
property, first consider whether you could build
up instead of out. If you are looking into a new
driveway, consider using gravel. It becomes just as
compacted with less runoff.

Simple Step 6 – Rain barrels can be any sort of
water collection unit that gets water directly from
a gutter system on a house. The barrel should be
covered to keep out leaves and insects.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Building and Using a Rain Garden:
• Rain gardens are areas that soak up rain
water and consist of native vegetation
in place of traditional lawns
• The plants in the garden act as filters for
rain, slowing down runoff and preventing
it from flowing into drainage ways
Simple Step 7 – Shoreland buffers should be
protected or restored if possible. Replant native
trees, grasses, shrubs, and wildflowers. The area
where water runs off your property is the best place
to plant. Another simple, zero-cost way to improve
shoreland is to
simply not mow
your lawn next
to the water. n
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Everything You Need to Know
About Aquatic Plants
BENEFITS OF NATIVE SPECIES AND HOW INVASIVE SPECIES THREATEN BIODIVERSITY.
During boat inspections, we often hear people use the word “seaweed” to
describe the various aquatic plants we find on their vessel. This term doesn’t
do justice to the multitude of aquatic plants that thrive under water and their
importance to water bodies. The diversity of aquatic life is outstanding, each type
of aquatic plant is essential to the function of the lake ecosystem, from providing
habitat for other aquatic life to improving water quality. The vitality of a lake is
dependent on the health of its aquatic vegetation ecosystem.
The most important dependent of native aquatic plants is other wildlife. Starting
from the bottom of the food web, small plankton and invertebrates depend on
vegetation for food and cover. The species of invertebrate and their abundance
depends on the type and abundance of aquatic vegetation. Small fish, amphibians,
and turtles feed on these organisms, and also use the vegetation for cover
from larger predatory fish, such as large and small mouth bass, chain pickerel
and northern pike. The density of vegetation impacts the hunting efficiency of
predatory fish, as more vegetation means better cover. Predatory birds, such as
ospreys and bald eagles, rely on fish for food and the type of vegetation impacts
their success. The type of vegetation has bottom up effects on the rest of the lake
food web and has the ability to influence fish productivity.
Native plants are extremely important in maintaining water quality. Nutrients from
storm water runoff enter the lake from the landscape and can lead to nuisance
algal blooms. Native plants absorb these nutrients for growth and will act to
prevent harmful blooms. Plants also filter out other pollutants from water bodies.
By introducing invasive species to lakes, we are altering the vital process.
Unfortunately, the health of these vital ecosystems is under attack. Invasive plant
species are rapidly spreading between water bodies while diminishing the native
plant communities. These invasive plants alter the habitat and ultimately the
ecosystem function of a lake.

NATIVE
PLANTS ARE
UNDER THREAT
IN NEW YORK
STATE

A GLANCE AT LIFE
BELOW THE SURFACE
A great diversity of life can be found in any given area in a lake.
The balance of these species is highly dependent on the aquatic
plant species present in the lake. By protecting native plants, we
also protect the other life that depend on them.

(continued on page 8)
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Everything you need to know about aquatic plants –
continued...

STATE OF SARATOGA LAKE
INVASIVE SPECIES MANAGEMENT
Saratoga Lake has a moderate level of plant nutrients
in the areas of shallow water where sunlight
penetrates to underlying lake bottom. The lake is
4,006 acres and the area that will support plant
growth is approximately 1,000 acres. It should be
everyones expectation that there will be aquatic
plants or lake weeds at their docks.
The first recorded plant survey occurred in 1932
when coontail, elodea, and water celery and native
pond weeds were found in the lake. This study
also found the non-native invasive curlyleaf pond
weed. In 1969 another plant survey was completed
that also found the same plants. The 1969 survey
noted that elodea and wild celery were at nuisance
densities. Sometime after 1969, most likely by the
mid-1970’s, Eurasian watermilfoil (EWM) arrived
at the lake and quickly became established as the
dominate plant. Saratoga County Sewer District

“BOATERS AND COMMUNITY
MEMBERS ALIKE CAN PLAY
A LARGE PART TO PRESERVE
BIODIVERSITY.”
One was built in 1978 and eliminated waste water
discharges from Ballston Spa, Saratoga Springs
and along the lake shore. In 1982 a comprehensive
diagnostic feasibility study to determine options
for lake reclamation was completed that would
include control of EWM. The number of aquatic
plant species found was lower than the prior studies.
The changes in the lake can be demonstrated by
SLPID, PO Box 2551, Malta, NY 12020 | www.SLPID.org

reviewing the change in the number of pond weeds
species in the lake found during 1932, 1969 and
1982. In 1932 and 1969 there were seven or eight
native pond weeds and the non-native curlyleaf
pond weed. In 1982 three native pond weeds were
found along with curlyleaf pond weed.

In 2007, 2008 and 2009 there was a comprehensive
treatment plan using systemic herbicides to control
EWM in the lake. This has resulted in the decrease
of EWM and corresponding increase in the density
and biomass of coontail and native pondweeds. This
conversion was well established by 2010.

In 1986 Saratoga Lake Protection and Improvement
District was established to carry out the
recommended work described in the 1982 diagnostic
feasibility study. To control growth of EWM both
draw down of the lake and harvesting to improve
access to the open water was recommended.

The need to preserve native aquatic species in
New York state has led to the creative of invasive
species management plants, which SLPID is an active
participant of. Boat stewards all across New York
state are actively working to prevent the spread
of aquatic invasive species to help preserve the
quality of lake ecosystems. Boaters and community
members alike can play a large part to preserve
biodiversity. n

In 1994 SLPID retained the RPI Freshwater Institute to
complete a new plant survey. This survey found that
the number of pond weed species had recovered
to seven native species and the non-native curlyleaf
pond weed species. This work was repeated in 2004
and annually since 2007.
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Citizen Statewide Lake Assessment Program (CSLAP)
Monitoring Water Quality at Saratoga Lake and Across the State
Just as many of us visit the doctor’s office for an annual checkup, volunteers
in New York State periodically check up on the health of lakes we value for
recreation, drinking, and aesthetics. Twice a month over the summer, volunteers
from lake associations across the state use standard protocols to collect data
and water samples to assess nutrient enrichment, the growth of aquatic weeds
and algae, and the recreational value of lakes. This is all part of the Citizen
Statewide Lake Assessment Program (CSLAP), which was initiated by the New
York State Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the New York
State Federation of Lake Associations (NYSFOLA). Here at Saratoga Lake, SLPID
Lake Stewards (Patrick O’Connor and myself, Mitchell O’Neill) joined our CSLAP
volunteers, Karl Hardcastle and William LaMay, on their most recent sampling
effort in mid-August.
Here are some pictures of what we did.

Samples are collected at the same spot every time – right by Snake Hill (above),
where the water is deep enough to sample water quality at a variety of depths.

We used a Secchi disk to estimate water clarity. The black and white disk is
lowered into the water until it is no longer visible, and the depth is read off the
measuring tape. In mid-August, the visibility was about 2 and a half meters.

We also lowered a Hydrolab Quanta Multi-Probe meter to the lake floor (pictured
left and center). This sensor measures a variety of water quality indicators,
including temperature, dissolved oxygen, and pH. Measurements were taken
every meter up to the surface of the water. We recorded data on weather
conditions, lake conditions, and some of water the quality measurements we
took that day so that this information can be stored long-term (pictured right).
(continued on page 12)
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CSLAP: Monitoring Water Quality at Saratoga Lake and Across the State – continued...

We used a Kemmerer bottle to take water samples – one in shallow water and
one in deep water. First, the bottle is clicked open and lowered to 1.5 meters
below the surface (pictured left). Next, a heavy metal bead is pushed down
the rope so that it hits the yellow top of the bottle and snaps it shut, capturing
a sample of water at a depth of 1.5 meters. The closed bottle containing the
sample is then pulled up from the water (middle picture), and the water is
dispensed into a collapsible bottle (pictured right). The process is then repeated,
but with the bottle lowered to 1 meter above the lake floor (about 50 feet deep)
to take the deep-water sample.
Note the difference in
the colors of the deep
and shallow water
samples. While the
waters near the surface
are clear, there are more
dissolved minerals and
sediment in the deep
waters, causing the
deep water to smell and taste like sulfur. This is completely normal for Saratoga
Lake given the geology of this region.
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Back on shore, we partitioned the deep water and shallow water samples into
sample bottles (pictured left). These will be sent to certified testing labs, where
they are tested for several properties including nitrogen and phosphorus levels.
To test algal communities for harmful algal blooms (HAB), some of the water
samples are drawn through a filter (middle picture), and the filter disk is sent
away to be tested for chlorophyll levels and HABs. Finally, the CSLAP volunteers
took a sample of algae by the shore, which was also sent to a lab to test for
HAB toxins (pictured right). Results from CSLAP testing are posted in the Shore
Lines. In addition to these procedures, Karl Hardcastle and SLPID lake stewards
take water samples at several sites around the lake every other week to monitor
coliform levels and ensure that the water is safe for swimming.
The work of CSLAP volunteers benefits New York State citizens in many ways.
Through their data collection, CSLAP volunteers document the current conditions
of lakes and help improve our understanding of statewide water quality –
information that is crucial for lake management. By examining data across time,
DEC experts can track changes in water quality and detect emerging threats to
lake health to keep our lakes and the people who use them safe and healthy. For
more information on CSLAP, see: http://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/81576.html n
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SLPID Boater Safety Checklist

Recreational boating is a favorite pastime for many New York State residents,
however it comes with responsibility. This document is a list of requirements
boaters must know to be safe while enjoying a day on the water.
REGISTRATION

Federal and state law requires that all motorized boats be registered with the NYS Dept. of Motor Vehicles. Upon registration, the
boat owner is given a certificate of registration, a registration number, and registration stickers. The certificate must be in the boat
at all times of operation, and the registration number and stickers must be placed on the port and starboard side of the vessel in
full view. Failure to comply with these laws can result in a penalty.

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT

PERSONAL
FLOTATION DEVICE
At least one life jacket
must be present for every
member on board at all
times. Children under 12
must wear a life jacket
at all times. Life jackets
should be easily reachable
in case of emergency.

FIRE
EXTINGUISHER

VISUAL DISTRESS
SIGNAL

ANCHOR

Vessels 16 feet and greater
must carry day and nighttime visual distress signals
to be used in emergency.
These signals include
various flares, distress
flags, and smoke signals.

WHISTLE

BELL

Vessels less than 39 feet
must carry a mouth
whistle at all times.

Those over 39 feet
must have a mechanical
whistle and a bell for
communication

NAVIGATION LIGHTS

ANCHOR LIGHT

Vessels traveling at night or during
times of low visibility must display
the proper navigation lights, which
are red and green bow lights and
white top and rear lights, including
kayaks and row boats.
Paddleboard vessels are not
permitted dusk-to-dawn.

GENERAL RULES & REGULATIONS
NOISE

SPEED

AGE AND EDUCATION

Loud boats hinder the enjoyment
of others on the lake. Vessels that
emit sound over 75 decibels are
considered illegal. It is also prohibited
to alter or remove muffler systems in
a way that makes the vessel louder.

Vessels must obey no-wake
zone speed limits when in
designated areas. Vessels must
follow the posted speed limit
of 45 mph during the day and
25 mph at night.

Those born after May 1, 1996
must have a boaters safety
certificate or be over 10 years
of age. Those under 18 must be
accompanied by a person over
the age of 18.
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.08

ALCOHOL
Under no circumstance is a boater
ever allowed to be drunk with the
intention of, or while operating a boat.
The rules of the road apply to open
water as well; a blood alcohol level
0.08 is considered legally intoxicated.
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SLPID Stewardship
WHAT IS A BOAT STEWARD?

OUR OUTREACH

Boat Stewards inspect watercraft for invasive aquatic species, removing all
aquatic life from the watercraft by hand or by decontamination. Furthermore,
stewards educate the general public on invasive species, how to prevent the
spread, and boating safety.

While stationed at the Saratoga Lake State Boat Launch, our team of stewards
is equipped with knowledge and educational information on multiple topics.
Stewards educate the general public on the different types of aquatic invasive
species including Saratoga Lake’s specific invasive species, how to prevent the
spread, boater guides, and general safety. Along with educational literature,
SLPID’s stewards provide samples of Saratoga Lake’s invasives found along the
shores, and what has been removed from watercraft during inspections. All
information can be found on a display set up by the stewards.

WHEN DO WE DO INSPECTIONS?
Our inspection season begins on Memorial Day and runs through September.
Stewards are stationed at the Saratoga Lake State Boat Launch from 7:30 a.m.
to 7:00 p.m. daily, as well as at local marinas.
STEWARDS ROLE
Each steward must complete a survey on each
watercraft that is inspected. Some questions include
what waterbody the watercraft has been in last, and
if the boater knows how to prevent the spread of
invasive species.
WATERCRAFT INSPECTIONS
While inspecting a watercraft, stewards focus on
the hull, trailer, bunks, motor and gears, propeller,
anchor and any equipment used in the water. Any
compartments that may contain water, such as the
bilge, live wells, and bait wells, are inspected and asked
to be drained when entering and exiting waterbodies.
If any organisms are found, a steward will remove it by
hand or at the decontamination station.
OUR DECONTAMINATION STATION
If a steward detects any organisms during inspection, they can request a boat for
decontamination. Our decontamination station at Saratoga Lake uses high and
low pressure heated water to remove any microorganisms from the watercraft.
Our water is pumped directly from a well, using no chemicals what-so-ever and
captured to prevent any run-off back into the lake.
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WATER TESTING
Each week, the SLPID team takes water samples from multiple
locations and depths of the lake. Each sample is prepared and
sent to a lab for analysis.
WHAT ELSE WE DO!
Every week during the summer, SLPID’s stewards participate in
pulling water chestnuts and other aquatic invasives, stopping
the problem at the root. Boat loads of water chestnuts are hand
pulled near the mouth of, and in the Kayaderosseras Creek, as
well as other locations. It is almost impossible to remove every
invasive plant from the lake; however, it does slow the spread a
great deal.
HOMEOWNER OUTREACH
Homeowners have a huge impact on the overall health of the
lake and can affect many aspects, such as nutrient levels and
water quality. The stewards of SLPID go door-to-door to educate homeowners
on three main ways to protect our lake and watershed – curb pollutants, reduce
runoff, and capture/purify.
Pollutants such as fertilizers, pesticide, and other gardening chemicals should not
be used within 100 feet of any watershed.
(continued on page 14)
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SLPID Stewardship – continued...

To minimize runoff, softscape your property
• Use natural paths rather than concrete or stone paths
• Have native plants, grass or hedges to catch rain waters
• Plant rain gardens (excellent buffers to capture excess nutrients and water)
• When dealing with construction, use more permeable materials such as gravel.
Try to avoid using stone or concrete.

Overall, to harm,
poison, or kill aquatic
and non-aquatic
wildlife is illegal.

It is the property owners responsibility
to report any issues that cause harm to
Saratoga Lake to the DEC. Items such
as fertilizers, pesticides, and lawn debris
should not be used if possible.

To prevent major runoff fertilizers should
not be used before storms. Fertilizer
should not be applied within 20 feet of a waterbody unless there is a natural
barrier, such as trees, shrubs or other plants, that create at least a 10 foot wide
barrier. If using a spreader guard or deflector shield while applying fertilizer,
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it can be applied no closer than three feet from the waterbody. When using
fertilizers, use more organic type fertilizers or natural fertilizer from plant matter.
Pesticides keep bugs and critters away, making our homes more enjoyable and
clean. However, these chemicals cause a great deal of harm to the ecosystem.
Bugs provide a large food source for many aquatic life and wildlife around the
lake. The use of chemicals to kill bugs not only takes away food from the wildlife
but can be toxic to them. Pesticides promote the growth of algae and weeds
along the shore. Homeowners should avoid using any chemicals near the lake.
Simple things such as disposing of lawn trimmings and other debris properly
can make all the difference. Leaves, lawn trimmings, and animal feces are high
in phosphorus and can lead to algae growth. The quicker the algae grows, the
more likely the possibility of a harmful algal bloom. A cost saving alternative to
disposing of natural waste, is to create a compost bin away from the waterbody.
It also can be used as a natural fertilizer.
Take the Pledge! As property owners, any action taken directly or indirectly
affects Saratoga Lake. By taking the pledge to say no to using fertilizers,
pesticides, and pollutants, our lake can be cleaner and healthier for future
generations. n
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